Preparing text reports in BRAHMS for
checklists, revisions and other products
Applies to v. 7.3.2 onwards
Denis Filer, Plant Sciences, University of Oxford , June 2013
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Introduction
Text reports enable you to format data stored in BRAHMS (or RDE) into documents that can
subsequently be opened in word processors or as web pages.
While ‘visual reports’ will normally be used for lists, labels and other outputs that are usually
printed directly from BRAHMS, text reports tend to be used to prepare documents such as
checklists, taxonomic revisions and other products that will be opened and finalized in a word
processor.
Text reports can be formatted diversely using HTML tags (as used to design web pages). They can
include any valid HTML mark-up tags to control font, text size, font colour, graphics, line spacing,
etc. Such mark-up is also recognised by word processors which is why text report outputs are
easily opened in Word, PDF and other publishing applications.

Text reports are often made from extract files where the data you want to include can be
assembled, pre-processed and sorted.

Reports can also be created directly from RDE files.
You do need no knowledge of HTML to produce excellent text reports . However, if you wish to go
the extra mile and learn a little about HTML, you can extend your formatting control and
flexibility. Some ideas are provided in this document.
BRAHMS has many formatting tools that can be used in conjunction with text reporting. Typically,
these tools pre-format selected data using HTML mark up into memo fields that are then ready to
drop into your text report. Examples are FULLNAME (formatted species names) and SPECLIST
(formatted specimen lists) in taxon output files.
Text reporting can be used to create instant summaries of your data as well as complexly
formatted output, as close as possible to that required for a final publication, minimising editing
work once the data are delivered to your word processor.
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Two quick text report samples to generate
1. Open any file in your main database or in RDE. If it is a large file, for example more than
3000 records , tag some records. Select the
toolbar, optionally restrict to tagged, and
then select the Quick summaries tab then Generate report.

Quick summary text reports include all fields. You can adjust some settings such printing field
names in CAPS and adding lines feed between fields. These quick summaries can be useful for error
checking and a general reviewing of your data.

2. Open an RDE file for botanical records that has some data already added.




Select Tools > Refresh label fields > Process data to ensure the text date is added to the
field COLLECTED.
Select Tools > Data add/convert > Taxa > Format species name to FULLNAME > OK



Select the
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toolbar and then select Import sample choosing “Specimen list by family”.



Generate report.

Sample text report created in RDE.

Where can you make text reports?
You can create a text report in any RDE or BRAHMS file except the reports command library itself.
For researchers, most text report activity will be in the taxon output/query file. This is because
most reports have a taxon name or a list of taxa as the central theme of the report. The taxon
output file can also be used to gather data about the selected taxa from different BRAHMS
modules (e.g. specimen data, plot data, images).

The central reports library
All reports registered in BRAHMS are listed in a central reports library opened using Utilities >
View/edit all report templates. A ‘template’ is a report design file used to create the actual
reports.
When you create a new report template anywhere in RDE/BRAHMS, the report template is
automatically registered in the central library list. This also applies to Visual reports.

Text reports registered here will be available to edit or use on the text reporting form in the
module listed in the ‘Report used in’ field. A template developed for example in the main ‘people
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file’ will not be used elsewhere. For this reason, report templates are associated with specific
modules.
Although reports are normally edited using the text reporting form, you can open and edit
templates here by dbl-clicking the template file name. You can also right-click in the ‘Report used
in’ field to change the module name.

The text report form
Selecting the

toolbar opens the text report form.

Quick summaries
Text reports
Edit template
Help

Instant reporting on all fields with minimal formatting, useful for quick prints
List all registered report templates with options to create new, edit and generate
Editing the selected report template
Report formatting options explained

New report
Edit report
Page setup
Delete report
Import sample
Register inherited

Create a new text report template
Edit the select template
Optional setting for adding report title, text and back colour, margin , padding
Delete a template from list
Register one of the sample reports provided with BRAHMS
Register a report provided to you by another project

Colour help
Tagged only
Generate report
Report destination

Choose a colour and get the colour code to add to report templates
Restrict report to tagged records
Create the report using the selected template
Report is sent to text file (default) or added to taxa extract
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Creating a text report to list species names
The best way to learn how to use text reporting is to create your own report. A useful place to
start will be the taxon extract file although you can use the steps used in any other file if you wish,
changing the file and field names as needed. Bear in mind that reports can be created in more or
less any RDE or main database file.
Reports are commonly created in extract filesfor two reasons. First, the data are usually easier to
refer to as extract files do not have relationships with other files (except link files). Secondly, you
can query and assemble the data you wish to include in your report from your main database. The
following example refers to the Conifer database but you can use your own data as appropriate.


Select Taxa > Extract/query data . Empty any exisitng data. Now choose Taxa > Family
and select the family Podocarpaceae. Restrict the search to accepted names (acc) using
the name status option.



Extract these data and the taxon extract file will open.




Select the
toolbar to open the text report designer.
Select New report and choose a report name. The physical report template file name will
be added for you. The report template file location will be your default my reports folder
as in your configuration settings.

The report file will be created and added to your list.
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Editing report templates: position and field names
Ensure the new report is selected in the list and select Edit report.

The editing screen allows you add a list of field names in the grid in the top part – or you can use
the editing boxes in the lower part. The Help tab provides help with the various fields.
When you create a new report in a taxon extract file, the field names ‘tout.family’ and
‘tout.fullname’ are added automatically. You could delete these but they are usualy included. For
this example, these are exactly the 2 fields you want.
The most important elements to fill in any report are Position and Field name.
The Position numeric value controls the print order in the report. If set to 0, the item is excluded.
Position values do not have to be sequential. Leaving number gaps makes editing easier. For
example, you may want to add an item between positions 1 and 5. Position values can be freely
edited.
The Field name value lists the item to report on. This has the format: file alias.field name, for
example tout.family. The file alias name is the short coded name for the file you are referring to,
in this case TOUT (taxon output). The file alias name is displayed at the top of the open data grid.

There may be further available files available to include in your report. These will be listed on the
form under Choose file.
Field names, in this case FAMILY, can sometimes be translated on the data grid to a more
meaningful name. For example, in the taxa exrtact file, there is a field called “FAMILY GROUP”. If
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you hover your mouse over the name, it displays the actual field name FAMCLASS. This name is
also listed on the form under Choose field. You must use physical field names in reports.

Sorting data for reports
In most cases, it will be critical to sort your data before creating the report. Correct sorting us
usually needed for the report itself. Sorting also enables the text reporter to suppress repeat
values – assuming this option is selected in your report. For example, you do not necessarily want
the family name to be repeated for each species in that family.
You may wish family groups to be printed in a specified order, for example Bryophytes first and
Angiosperms last. You can do this by adding a number or a letter to a free field in your database
and then including this in a sort command. In the example below, you can see the ORDER field has
been assigned a letter. The sort command used is

substr(ORDER,1,1) + FAMILY + substr(SPECIES,1,70)
The substr() function is used to reduce the length of the overall sort command (it has to be < 100
characters). Here, the first character of the ORDER field is combined with the first 70 characters of
the SPECIES field.

Resulting sorted list.
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Creating the report
To create the report based on the above format, the line in position 10 should be deleted or have
its POSITION value set to 0. This line was added when you created the report and it does refer to
any field. If you do not do this, the system will report an error.


Ensure that your report is selected in the grid and then select Generate report.

By default, the report is opened as a web page in your browser. The actual report file is called
textreport.html and is located in your tempfiles-brahms folder. Thus it may be: C:\tempfilesbrahms-1\cdb\REPORTS\textreport.html.

Formatting species names
Correctly formatting the various elements of the species names themselves is important for
almost all reports. The name may have author, rank, infra-specific names, citation, year of
publication and also nomenclatural notes.
Rather than adding and formatting these components separately to your template, you can preformat names in the taxa extract file to the FULLNAME field as used in the above sample. To
format names, close the report form and choose Tools > Formatting for text reports > Names,
synonyms and types to FULLNAME and SYNSUM.
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In this example, the synonym and type options have been de-selected. The formatting of the
FULLNAME has been adjusted to include authors and the protologue citation and to print the
names in Italic. This option pre-formats the names into the FULLNAME memo field. You can open
this memo to see the HTML mark-up.

A small sample from the resulting report.
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Creating a new extract file and adding some more formatting


Open the main species file and set a filter on accepted names (TAXSTAT = acc)

Quickest way to set this filter: right-click on TAXSTAT header and choose Filter by selection.






Now choose Tag > Tag a random number of records and choose fixed number to tag e.g.
50 records.
Close the main species file and now extract all tagged species, ensuring that you empty
out the last search result.
In the extract file, use FastSort and choose Family+Species.
Now generate your Text report using the template designed above.

A section of the report as generated.
The report has a number of problems with line spacing. However, note that the family names are
printed only once in this sorted list. This is because the template option Suppress identical is set
to True (T). If it was not, the family would be printed above each species name.
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If family names are printing too often, check that the file is sorted by family + species and that the
‘Suppress identical ‘ setting is set to T.

A report with either an unsorted list of data or the ‘suppress identical’ option not selected
In this report, we want to add some line spacing before family names are printed. To do this, edit
the Lines before value in the template and then re-generate the report.

This will add 3 line returns (= 2 blank lines) before the family is printed.
If you wanted to print the text “Family name:” before the family name, add this text to the field.
This text could be printed in Bold and also with one space between the text and the actual family
name.

Leading to…
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Introducing HTML for text reports
This document cannot hope to explain too much about HTML tags, their styles and attributes.
Some pointers and ideas are provided. The website http://www.cssbasics.com/ is a useful source
of style setting ideas. Although the site refers to cascading style sheets (css), many of the formats
explained can be used (margins, line spacing, font and text attributes, etc.). There are numerous
online guides on HTML and XHTML.
HTML tags are added to the Text before and Text after fields in report templates, often as opening
and closing mark-up tags. Not all tags have closing tags, one example is the horizontal rule.
In your report, you could add a horizontal rule line directly after the family by adding the HTML
tag <hr/> to the Text after field. As the <hr/> tag also throws a line, the lines after value has been
set to 0.

If this example, some normal text has been added to Text before and a mark-up tag to Text after.
As shown later, you can combine normal text and tags in both fields.

Report with a horizontal rule after the family.

Using the Span tag
One useful tag for use with text reports is the inline formatting <span> tag. This tag can be used
to set many style attributes and an advantage of it, compared to e.g. <div> or <p> is that it does
not throw unwanted line feeds. The <span> tag provides no visual change by itself, only when it is
used with other parameters. There are very few formatting tasks you cannot do with <span>!
You can replace <span> with the <div> (division) or the <p> (paragraph) tags although they are
less useful for inline formatting because they throw a line.
The span tag requires an opening tag in Text before (which will also carry any parameters) and
always the closing tag </span> in Text after. The closing tag may be on a text report line further
down the report so that the settings will apply to all lines in between.
You can use <span> to format a vast range of features – and to learn about those, hunt around on
the web. Here are some example uses in Text reports.
In this example, the Text before is set to
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<SPAN STYLE="color:green; font-size:15pt">
The style attributes (in this case color and font-size) are separated by a semi-colon. The values for
each come after a colon. This is the required format. We could add many more settings on to this
style setting. Note that the closing tag includes </span><hr/>. In other words, the horizontal rule
line has been kept after the closing span tag. Also note the style = settings are enclosed in quotes.

Another example, this using ‘em’ for font size rather than px.

You could set background colour to a text area as follows using:
<SPAN STYLE="background-color:#F3F3E9; color:#808080; font-size:20pt">
Note that in this example, rather than using colour names, a colour code is used. This is a Hex
code used on the web. You can get the # code for any colour using the option provided on the
text report form then copy the hex code into the style setting.
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Getting hex colour codes

An example showing the use of background-color

Use TITLE to add a mouse hover tooltip text to elements in your report as in <SPAN
TITLE="Species names are according to xyz">

Applying style to multiple lines in a report
You can apply a style setting to several (or all) lines in a report by opening the tag in one position
but not closing it until a later position. The following example using this concept to set a report
default font size to 11pt but to change that for the family name. This report also adds a new line
for species descriptions which, in the conifer database are stored in the memo field DESCRIP.
Thus:

In this example, the first and last <span> commands are added to records which have no field
name – they are only there to set the style. The 11pt style opens at the start and closes and the
very end of the report. However, inside the report, the family opens and closes its own style
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which is set to 18pt. Balancing opening and closing tags is like balancing parentheses in any text or
in a formula. You can have as many as you like in a sort of tag hierarchy.

Referring to fields in link files
In the examples above, all of the fields are in the same ‘tout’ file. Bear in mind that if we were
working in RDE, the field names would “rde.family” rather than “tout.family”.
Within the same file, you can vary the source of the data, as long as the file is accessible and
related. In taxa exacts, this certainly applies to the link file (or link files). The default link file has a
file alias of “linked”.
The conifer database has several link file fields, one of these being ETYMOLOGY which stores a
note about the origin of a Latin name.
In the example below, the field ‘linked.etymology’ has been added to the report directly after the
species name. This is achieved by setting the position of this line to 4 (it be any number below 10).
The text has been enclosed in ( ). Also note that the text is printed in the same paragraph as the
name itself rather than on the next line. To do this, the Lines after value for tout.fullname has
been set to 0. Several other link file fields have been added here and the conservation text
printed in a different colour.
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Line spacing and indents
Using the HTML codes, you can control the format and layout of your report with many features.
Amongst these are line spacing and indents.
In the above example, note that much of the text is in one paragraph. Line spacing is controlled by
the ‘Lines before’ and ‘Lines after’ properties in the Text report template. However, you may need
to adjust line spacing within reports with greater precision. This can be done using the “lineheight” style setting. You could also create an indent for sections of the text using the “margin”
style setting.
In the following template, a <p> style setting has been added to position 10 and it is closed in
position 35.

In this example, ‘em’ is used rather than ‘px’. This is one of several HTML ways to refer to text
size. You could equally use px. The line height between each species paragraph is set to 1.3. The
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margin style has 4 parameters: top right bottom left. In this example, the left margin is set to 2em
thus causing the indent. The result is show below:

A report with adjust line spacing between species names and a left indent.

Opening a report as a Word document or copying elsewhere
All of the above reports can be opened in a Word document or copied from the preview screen
and pasted elsewhere. Once in a word processor, you can then complete your formatting.
If you close a report preview, you can open the document in Word by select that option on the
form. The report is still is web format but in Word, you can now Save as a proper Word
document.
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A small sample of a report opened in Word set in 2 columns. The design of this report is discussed
below.
Another useful trick is to select and copy all the text in the preview screen and paste this into a
template word document you have already created, perhaps with 2 columns as in the example
above. You can paste the text into another application.

Using the conditional ‘printwhen’ clause
In some cases, you may wish to print a selected field in a report only when a logical condition is
satisfied. You can use the PRINTWHEN formatting control to do this. The PRINTWHEN field in the
text report formatter can include any function that results in a logical true or false. If entering an
expression in PRINTWHEN, imagine that it follows the word “IF”. For example:




If COLLYY = 1934 – a single numeric condition.
If LAT > 30 and NS = “S” – this expression combines two conditions, both of which must be
met. Note that the “S” is in quotes because it is a character field.
If “K” $ upper(DUPS) - the $ means includes, the UPPER() function compares K with
upper case DUPS

In the above examples, only the red text would be added to the PRINTWHEN field.

In the above example, lines 20 and 21 both print the date. If the month value is not equal to 3
(March), line 20 is used. If the month = 3, line 21 is used. The difference is that the date in line 21
is printed with PRINT CODE U which is underline.
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The result of the above print when example.

Adding HTML to words and phrases in memo fields
In some cases, your text may include words or phrases in memo texts that you would always want
to print in italic, bold, with superscript or some other font control feature. An example would be
text “in situ”, “sensu” or “km2”. You can do this usinh the following steps:
Select Utilities > Print markup to add to selected text strings

Example HTML markup entries, all activted.
Text added to TEXTENTRY will be seaarched for in all character/memo fields in your report and
replaced with the entry added to REPLACE WITH MARKED UP TEXT. The tag <em> is used here to
use italic font. Note that all tags have a closing tag, in that case </em>. The <sup> tag used to
convert only the ‘2’ in ‘km2’ to superscript, thus km2 becomes km2.
You can add any HTML code you wish. Note that this option is case sensitive. Thus if you want to
search and replace for SENSU, add a further entry with that word in CAPS. Entries must have *
added to ACTIVATE, otherwise they are ignored. Thus, using the settings here, the text :
“The name (sensu G.W.McDonald) was found in his magnum opus but based on a limited survey
of 5km2.” would be converted to
“The name (sensu G.W.McDonald) was found in his magnum opus but based on a limited survey
of 5km2.”
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Delivering text report output to the taxon extract file
By default, when you create a text report, the output is directed to a html text file. All the
example discussed above do this.

The report destination option is only enabled when the numeric field SPNUMBER is available in the
current file.
However, if you are working in any BRAHMS file (including RDE files) which is not the taxon output
file and includes the field SPNUMBER, it is then possible to generate text report output and,
rather than printing it, add this output to your current taxon output file into the memo fields
REPORT1 and/or REPORT2. The taxa concerned must already be extracted and present in your
taxon extract file.
This option provides further flexibility with building text reports as it enables you to add
formatted data to the taxon extract file from another module.
When designing a text report for this function, do not include a reference to the family or species
name as these will be already available in the taxon extract file.
A typical example is with sample plot survey data. If the plot data file includes the SPNUMBER
field, it would be possible to create a text report for sample plot files that summarises plot data
for each species (they may be many records across many plots for the same species) and then,
rather than printing these results as a plot summary, the formatted report can be added to the
taxa extract file.
Then, the text report designed in the taxon extract file can refer to the field “tout.myreport1”
and print out the text summary delivered from the plot file for each species.
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The above example report sections illustrate a number of text reporting features. The report,
created from a taxon extract file draws upon species details (name, star conservation coding,
habit, guild); some calculated results of vegetation preference; and a list of sample plots each
species was found in. Sample codes are in bold if the species was common (abundance 2 or > 20%
of the canopy trees) within it. Sample codes are underlined if the species was very common
(abundance 3 or >50% of the canopy trees) within it. Data provided by William Hawthorne, Plant
Sciences, Oxford. For further details on the Rapid Botanical Survey methods used, refer to
http://herbaria.plants.ox.ac.uk/RBS/resources/rbs.pdf
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An example report for a checklist
Accepted names in the family Cupressaceae were first extracted in the conifer database. In the
extract file, Tools options were used to format species name (described above) but also Tools >
Collection data analysis was used to calculate some botanical records stats for each species.
Additionally, records with a country total >= 6 and some entry in the USES linked memo field were
tagged using a Tag > Tag for … command

‘Tag for’ commands are a handy way to select and tag records.

The text report only adds line spacing before the family, genus and species names are printed. All
other items are kept in the same paragraph.
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An example report for a taxonomic revision

This report adds the line tout.synsum. The synonym list is formatted using Tools > Formatting for
text reports > Names, synonyms and types to FULLNAME and SYNSUM. More details about
preparing taxonomic revisions are provided in the separate document on
http://herbaria.plants.ox.ac.uk/bol/content/documentation/Taxonomic_accounts.pdf
The last item in this report is tout.speclist. The SPECLIST field is pre-formatted with a specimen
list, formatted to requirement. To add this list, in the taxon extract file, use Tools > Formatting
for text reports > Citation lists (Material examined) and choose the Fully formatted option.
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